
CIRCUIT TRAINING 

Circuit training is an excellent way to improve ……………….. 

A group of 6-10 activities are completed, one exercise after another, at a space known as 

a………………………… 

Each set is performed for a set period of ……………..or number of ………………….. 

Stations are separated by a short, ………………, rest interval.  

Each circuit is separated by a slightly longer rest period. 

The number of times a circuit is repeated (2-6) vary according to:- 

Training level - beginner, …………………………, advanced. 

Period of training - preparation, competition 

Objective or purpose of training – rehabilitation, conditioning, strength training etc. 

A circuit plan should ensure that consecutive stations work muscle groups. 

All circuits should start with a ………..………………and finish with a cool down. 

Suitable exercises can be grouped as follows, name 3 of each 

Upper body 

 

 

Core  

 

 

Lower body 

 

 

 

Whole body 
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Sample sets; 

A. Press ups / squats / sit-ups / squat thrusts / tricep dips / shuttle runs. 

B. Wall squats / ladders / sit ups / skipping / dorsal raises / burpees. 

Timing. 

20-secs per station with 20 sec recovery + 2 mins between circuits 

30 secs per station with 30 secs recovery + 3 mins between circuits 

A more individual way to monitor a circuit is to find out how many repetitions  you can 

complete at   effort in 30 seconds and use a % of that figure during training - 60%-80%. 

Maximum effort testing needs to be monitored for progression. 

Workload can be altered by changing; 

……………..of stations / number of ……………….. 

……….………….at station / Reduction in ……………phases 

Increased weights / step …………… / technique 

ADVANTAGES; 

Develops strength & endurance 

Appropriate for most ……………….. 

Easily adjusted for…………………….  

Exercises adaptable for all abilities=success 

Wide choice of exercises reduces ………………….. 

DISADVANTAGES 

Needs time to set up equipment 

Needs …………….to set up 

May become boring 

 

 

boredom    number   space   maximum warm up  repetitions.     

muscular   duration     station    rest       height     timed individual 

needs time  sports intermediate fitness different 
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